Susan Moss Cooper
LIVE EVENT PAINTINGS

Wedding Paintings from Photographs ~ 2021 Pricing
18” x 24”		

$2,500

20” x 24”		

$2,700

24” x 24”		

$2,900

22” x 28”		

$3,300

24” x 30”		

$4,000

24” x 36”		

$4,400

30” x 30”		

$4,500

These prices are good for 60 days and are locked in once your deposit is received.
Shipping is included if outside of Dallas. Prices do not include frame.
Other standard sizes, custom sizes and gallery wrap canvases are also available.
Square sizes are painted on gallery wrap canvas unless otherwise specified.
I request a 50% deposit to schedule your painting. The balance is due when the
painting is finished and approved by you.
Once you decide on the size, I will send you an invoice and contract with
information on timing, revisions, etc. Check, Credit Card, Paypal and Venmo are
accepted.

The Process
After discussing with you the details of your painting (including timing), and
reviewing any photos you provide, I will email you a rough sketch for your
approval to show general layout and size of figures. The next step is to show you
a proof of the painting in its final stages. You will have the opportunity to request
minor changes at this point.

Notecards and Prints
Notecards and prints of your painting are also available. Pricing on next page.
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Notecards and Prints
TO PRINT NOTE CARDS OR PRINTS, I HAVE YOUR PAINTING PROFESSIONALY SCANNED.
THIS IS A ONE TIME CHARGE OF $75. THE PRICES BELOW ARE IN ADDITION TO THE
SCAN.

Note cards
Note cards with your painting on the front are available with matching envelopes.
Quantity		
100 cards/envelopes
250 cards/envelopes
500+ cards/envelopes

Price
$250
$275
$350

Card Size:
5.5” x 4.25”
Envelope Size: 5.75”x 4.375” (A2)
Paper: 		
16 pt. Premium Matte Cover
Cards will be printed on an offset press, blank inside and scored. Envelopes are not printed,
however you can add a return address for an additional fee, contact me for pricing. I will send
envelope color options depending on the colors of your painting. Approximate delivery 2
weeks.

Prints
Give copies of your painting to friends and family! You can choose prints in any size, on a
traditional canvas or gallery wrapped canvas. Call or email for sizes not listed. Approximate
delivery 2 weeks. Prints do not include frames. Prices do not include shipping.
Print Size
8” x 10”
11” x 14”
16” x 20”
18” x 24”
20” x 24”
22” x 28”
24” x 30”
24” x 36”
28” x 36”

Traditional Canvas
(.5” deep for framing)
$48
$60
$114
$139
$149
$178
$198
$226
$241
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Gallery Wrap Canvas
(1.5” deep, not framed)
$75
$82
$127
$178
$188
$218
$230
$272
$299
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